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Abstract
Democracy promotion is a foreign policy goal that the United States started to emphasize in the
last three decades. In recent years, the goal was met with criticism by those that perceive US
claims of promoting democracy as euphemisms for strategic goals that may undermine actual
democratic initiatives. Democracy theorists often identify this as a problem that contributes to
cynicism around the globe towards United States. This was especially true at the end of President
George W. Bush’s second term in office in 2008. Mr. Bush’s five-year war in Iraq was
publically justified as an attempt to bring democracy to the people of Iraq. 1 Developments in the
war and new information regarding the attack led many to view it as an attempt to further US
power. This paper is an attempt to determine whether or not the presidential administrations of
the last twenty years made efforts to genuinely promote democracy. By examining the language
of democracy promotion in the national security strategies of the last three presidential
administrations, and pairing that language with the actions of each president, the research
concludes that democracy promotion has been a mix of rhetoric and action. Lack of universality
among the national security strategies, coupled with a lack of a definition for democracy or
democracy promotion, allows the US to manipulate the idea to fit its own interests. Other
variables also limit the effectiveness of promotion policies. The paper also offers policy
recommendations that could lead to effective promotion or a decrease in foreign skepticism
regarding the actions of the Untied States.
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Part I. Introduction
The government of the United States of America was once the symbol of freedom and
hope for those living without the privileges of democratic rule. Despite domestic and
international hypocrisy on the behalf of the United States government, the image of liberty and
freedom prevailed into the later half of the twentieth century. Today, this is not the case. The
United States still touts the message of freedom and democracy, but in light of recent actions and
the US’ ascent from nation-state to world superpower, many have grown to view the US as an
oppressor rather than a liberator. The shift has led to disruptive regimes and actions across the
globe that tax the limits of US power and challenge its role as a global hegemon.
The roots of much of this dissent can be attributed to a foreign policy that has paid lip
service to the ideal of self-determination and democracy while often overtly and covertly
denying these principles in favor of strategic goals. This was blatantly obvious during the United
States’ Cold War with the Soviet Union when the U.S. would stop at nothing to halt the spread of
communism. The backing of dictators over elected officials was fair game in the all out effort to
triumph over the Soviets. The prospect of change began in the early eighties.
In 1983 President Ronald Reagan introduced the idea that the United States could
tangibly promote democratic change abroad as a goal of United States foreign policy.
Regardless of his commitment to the policy, the prospect of doing so would have been difficult
for Reagan as the United States remained deadlocked in the realities of the Cold War until 1991.
By 1992, however, with the Soviet Union dismantled, the United States could focus more on
promoting democracy abroad with respect to the democratic choices of foreign nations, rather
than intervening when those changes did not match United States policy. The change was not
realized. To be sure, the language of democracy promotion was present among the last three
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presidential administrations and in some cases so too were the initiatives in place to promote
democratic change, but this was not congruent with a broad based change in policy. Although
the post Cold War presidencies offered more of a call for democratic change, in most cases
democratization followed the same patterns present during the Cold War.
The development of new institutions for democratic change was a reality, but the
administrations continued to cling to realist notions that supported the strategic goals of the
Untied States over real democratic initiative. As a result, democracy promotion since 1992 has
been a mix of rhetoric and action. Research concludes that a lack of universality among the
national security strategies and rhetoric of United States presidents, coupled with a lack of a
definition for democracy or democracy promotion, allows the US to manipulate the idea to fit its
own interests. This makes the success of a democracy promotion policy a mixed bag at best.

Research Methodology and Organization
In developing the conclusion that democracy promotion has been hindered by
inconsistencies in language and action of the Presidencies of the last twenty years, this research
began by assuming that democracy promotion was a possible reality in the post-Cold War era.
To test the hypothesis the following research questions were asked:
-

What is democracy promotion?
Is democracy promotion a viable policy objective of the United States?
What has been the state of democracy promotion over the last three presidential
administrations?
To what extent has the policy been a clear objective of these presidents and to what
extent has it simply been rhetoric?
Are there any other competing variables that limit the ability of the United States to
promote democratic change?

To answer these questions an initial effort was made to define democracy and democracy
promotion as a whole. Following a general study of a democracy promotion, a qualitative study
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of the National Security Strategies of President William J. Clinton, George W. Bush, and Barack
H. Obama was conducted. Each strategy was examined for its discussion of democracy and
democracy promotion and then paired with subsequent actions of each president to determine if
these actions matched the language contained in the National Security Strategy. The study relied
on research of events that occurred during each administration and analysis of leading
democracy promotion theorists regarding analysis of each action. For the purpose of brevity,
cases were limited for each president, highlighting key incidents when rhetoric and action did not
align. More could be highlighted, but the mere presence of multiple instances where the two fail
to align were determined to demonstrate a lack of congruence between policy and action.
In addition to research of National Security Strategies, speeches and documents regarding
democracy promotion and democracy were also included to demonstrate commitments to the
idea of democracy promotion that went beyond National Security Strategy. Institutions that
attempt to promote democracy were also investigated for their role in aiding or obstructing the
ability of the United States to promote democracy. Evidence of this was determined using
previous research results, but was paired with this study’s analysis of the democracy promotion
strategies of each President.

Relevant Theories in International Relations
Theories of international relations that pertain to this study include realism, liberalism,
and democratic peace theory (Basic definitions of each of these theories were surmised from the
book Introduction to International Relations: Theories and Approaches by Robert Jackson and
Georg Sorensen.) Realists assume that the world operates at as an anarchic system of states.
Each state seeks its own interest and is concerned with the security and survival of its state.
Liberals view the world under the parameters of the state system but believe that cooperation and
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collaboration are possible amongst states. Liberals also believe that individuals and groups
influence foreign policy. Democratic peace theory is considered a part of liberal theory and it
emerged towards the end of the Cold War. According to author’s Robert Jackson and Georg
Sorenson, the theory claims “that foreign policies conducted between liberal democracies are
more peaceful and law-abiding than are foreign policies involving countries which are not liberal
democracies.”2 The promotion of democracy then, will yield more democracies and a more
peaceful planet.
Each of these theories was considered when evaluating the state of democracy promotion.
The assumption that the promotion of democracy is a viable theory is the premise for many
initiatives to promote democracies on a global level. The contention of this report, however, is
that most presidential action reverts to realist strategy and will abandon commitments to
democracy in favor of strategic interests. Democracy promotion is a goal, but it is secondary to
state interests. There are times when it falls in line with state interests. In those situations the
promotion of democracy can be considered a realist goal because of its role in developing states
that promote the security and interests of the promoter.

Review of Relevant Literature
The evaluation of democracy promotion is not a new topic. Theorists have discussed the
merits of this topic at length and many reports have evaluated the US policy of democracy
promotion. Some reports and journal articles explain that the idea has merits while others dismiss
democracy promotion as a myth. Noam Chomsky, political activist and MIT Professor of
linguistics and philosophy, has been an ardent critic of US democracy promotion policies over
the last forty years. Chomsky’s most recent publication, Making the Future; Occupations,
2
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Interventions, Empire, and Resistance, asserts his long held belief that democracy promotion is
not an intended goal of US foreign policy. In it, he writes “Washington and its allies definitely
do not want public opinion expressed in policy, one measure of functioning democracy.”3
Chomsky also calls democracy promotion a “fabled yearning,” of American policy stating
“democracy is tolerable only insofar as it conforms to strategic-economic objectives.”4 These
claims are further asserted by Chomsky’s contemporary, Lebanese political scientist Gilbert
Achcar who said in 2006 “what Washington wants, and what it means by democracy, is the
installation of governments under U.S. control with democratic facades, and nothing more.”5
Most agree with Chomsky’s and Achcar’s statement regarding the general history behind
democracy promotion during the Cold War and the Bush presidency, but some give the United
States more credit for genuine attempts to further democracy. Thomas Carothers, vice president
of studies at the Carnegie Endowment of International Peace, is considered the leading
democracy promotion analyst in the country today. Carothers looks at democracy promotion
through an optimistic lens that recognizes positive steps towards democracy promotion while
critically analyzing the differences between US policy and US action. Analysts Kenneth
Wollack and Michael Mandelbaum have also attacked the idea of democracy promotion.
Wollack believes there is both realist and idealist value in democracy promotion, but this reality
has not been fully understood over the last twenty years.6 Mandelbaum characterizes the
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promotion of democracy under the United States as a policy failure in spite of the growth in
democracies over the last twenty years.7
In addition to leading theorists, government and international institutions have conducted
studies that assess the success and progress of democracy promotion policies. These institutions
include but are not limited to, the following; US Congress, the United States Agency for
International Development, the United Nations, and the US Government Accountability Office.
The infrastructure of democracy promotion has also received heavy analysis and is viewed as
another variable that effects the promotion of democracy on the whole. Thomas O. Melia
conducted a report analyzing these institutions in 2005 that this study relied on for analysis.
The literature on democracy promotion is extensive. This report attempted to focus
mainly on National Security Strategies, their language, and the effect this might have on
democracy promotion as an achievable foreign policy goal.

Part II. Democracy and Democracy Promotion Defined
To properly understand the idea of promoting democracy it is necessary to define
democracy and what it might look like to promote it. Critics and proponents of the idea of
democracy promotion alike make note of this factor. One might easily define a democracy
through the common notion that it is simply a government created by and for the people. Still,
this definition is broad and difficult to measure. In 2007, by the request of Congress to build a
report on democracy promotion, the Congressional Research Service (CRS) came up with a
definition. According to their report a democracy is a government that must have at least
minimal elements of “ effective participation by the people, under a constitution, respect for
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human rights, and political equality before the law for both minorities and the majority.”8 The
report goes on to say however, that even this definition is minimal. And, citing scholars and
state department officials, the CRS further notes that democracy promotion and democratization
are complex processes that take time and may not be fully measureable at first. As the report
notes, one can easily say that a democracy exists because there are free and fair elections, but
there is so much more to ensuring that it works. Richard Haass, a former state department
official, is noted for his claim that “democracy is more than elections; it is a diffusion of power
where no group within a society is excluded from full participation in political life.”9 Checks and
balances, independent media, unions, political parties, schools and universities, freedom of
speech, and equal democratic rights are all noted by the CRS report as further indicators of
democracy. Still, despite these indicators, there is no clear definition of what democracy is. This
is a major obstacle for a nation that is attempting to promote democracy.
To highlight the murkiness of the word democracy, one need look no further than the
Nobel Prize Organization’s recent democracy project and democracy map website. According to
the website, all countries in the world, except for four, call themselves democracies.10 So, other
than Vatican City, Saudi Arabia, Burma, and Brunei, every country in the world is a democracy
and there is no need for promotion? Not quite. The Nobel Organization notes that today there are
over one hundred nations which the organization identified as non-democratic or partly
democratic. Taking it a step further, the Economist has created a democracy index to measure
the level of democracy within nations across the globe. Out of the 167 countries polled, only
8
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15% could claim to be full democracies, while 31.1% remained under authoritarian rule.11 The
same index lists the United States, the world’s purveyor and promoter of democracy, as the
nineteenth most democratic nation in the world. The Economist’s formula is complex but they
base their analysis on five indicators: electoral process and pluralism; civil liberties; the
functioning of government; political participation; and political culture. When the survey of each
country is complete “Countries are placed within one of four types of regimes: full democracies;
flawed democracies; hybrid regimes; and authoritarian regimes.”12 The Economist also notes that
“Free and fair elections and civil liberties are necessary conditions for democracy, but they are
unlikely to be sufficient for a full and consolidated democracy if unaccompanied by transparent
and at least minimally efficient government, sufficient political participation and a supportive
democratic political culture”13
The Economist, Congress, and the Nobel Prize Organization are not the only organizations
that provide definitions for democracy. In fact, the Noble Prize Organization bases its definition
of democracy off of the non-governmental organization Freedom House which calls democracy
“rule by people.”14 The National Endowment for Democracy (NED), the US State Department,
news organizations, USAID, and several other organizations also offer definitions of democracy.
Across these definitions there are similarities, but indicators of democracy vary. Most stress rule
of law, free and fair elections, and freedom of speech; others mention independent media
organizations, schools and universities, labor unions, multiple parties, and secularism as
indications of democracy. Among presidents, free market capitalism and participation in the
global market place, are also indications of democracy.
11
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Again, considering such varying degrees and definitions of democracy it is difficult to
decide where and when to “promote,” democracy or if the United States is even qualified to do
so. In fact, as the CRS report notes, this has often deterred congressional leaders from backing
democracy promotion. By the same token, it has also lead to a wider range of institutions
working to promote democracy.
The Princeton Project on National Security created a report in 2005 on what they called
“The Democracy Bureaucracy,” which noted the institutions of democracy promotion. The
extensive study was compiled by Thomas Melia and was titled: The infrastructure of American
Democracy Promotion. According to the report, the current infrastructure of democracy
promotion includes the National Endowment for Democracy, several non-profit organizations,
for profit enterprises that operate as government contractors of democracy, the U.S. Agency for
International Development, the State Department, the Department of Justice, the Department of
Labor, the Defense Department, the World Bank, the United Nations Development Program, the
U.S. Intelligence Community, and international broadcasting companies like Voice of America
and Radio Liberty.15 Much like defining democracy, there is no definitive way to promote
democracy. Sometimes democracy promotion is an initiative by the state department to engage
other countries in discussions that have “shared values.”16 Other organizations have offered aid
through “accountability mechanisms,” that measure “good governance.”17 Some interventions
have offered financial support while others have involved military intervention in to “bring
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democracy,”18 to the people. There is also disagreement over what the process should look like.
According to the Princeton study some understand that “democratization is a developmental
process akin to economic and social development.” 19 This process would take place over a long
period of time and would involve aid organizations that facilitate the growth of democracies
through the development of a political, economic, and social infrastructure that will help to spur
democratic growth. This could be through the facilitation of free and fair elections, the
development of educational institutions, or the expansion of trade and economic opportunities.
In some cases it has even manifested itself through the promotion and backing of candidates
deemed more democratic than their opponents. The second school of thought calls for “quickburst,”20 interventions that aim to fix problems immediately. This could mean helping to draft a
new constitution or using force to oust a leader that is contrary to democratic change. Part of this
process, as the Princeton study notes, must involve an assessment as to whether the obstacles to
democracy are societal or created by a minority that wields the power.21
In the end, much like democracy itself, democracy promotion is hard to define. Melia’s
study makes it clear that democracy promotion is not a one size fits all or quick fix scenario. It is
a multifaceted effort that takes time to develop. Democracy promotion is a policy that aims at
aiding democracy development in countries where its growth might be challenged by a multitude
of factors. Even still, this is a process that needs some clarification and uniformity. It does,
however, seem to be a process that the United States has deemed necessary moving forward.
Since the Cold War, Presidents Clinton, Bush, and Obama have all made democracy promotion a

Ibid p. 2
Ibid p. 2
20 Ibid p. 2
21 Ibid p. 2
18
19
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key part of their National Security Strategy. Thus far their methods and their results have been
mixed.

Part III. Background and History of US Democracy Promotion
Democracy promotion is not a concept that happened over night. Throughout its history,
democracy and its promotion have been central themes in the rhetoric of United States foreign
policy. From 1776 to 2012, presidents and state officials have promoted the belief that
democracy is fundamental to just government. In the Declaration of Independence, Thomas
Jefferson told world that the power of a government comes only from the consent of the citizens
that allow it to govern. All men were equal and entitled to certain unalienable rights. The words
inspired thousands at home and abroad, but early on this did not translate to international action
against regimes that impeded democratic growth, nor did it translate to universal democracy at
home. Jefferson himself owned slaves22 and refused to back the rebellion of black Haitians
against the colonial regime of the French, despite parallels to America’s revolution against Great
Britain.23 The hypocritical trends set by Jefferson did not change after his presidency. American
democracy remained limited and internationally the United States preferred isolationist policies
that did not offer much support for burgeoning democracies. This lack of follow through did not
deter international support for American ideals. American democracy was an ideal that many
celebrated internationally, even when domestically it could only be celebrated by America’s land
owning white males.
Over time barriers to democratic change at home were gradually broken. America also
entered the fray of international politics and became a major player on the world stage by the
22
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early twentieth century. As time passed, and democratic growth continued at home, the language
of democracy promotion became more and more apparent in the administrative doctrines of
United States Presidents. The most blatant change came from President Woodrow Wilson in
April of 1917 as he prepared Congress for his proposed recommendation to enter into World
War I. For Wilson, the reason for fighting, for forgoing America’s original position of
neutrality:
“we shall fight for the things which we have always carried nearest our hearts—for
democracy, for the right of those who submit to authority to have a voice in their own
governments, for the rights and liberties of small nations, for a universal dominion of
right by such a concert of free peoples as shall bring peace and safety to all nations and
make the world itself at last free.” 24
Wilson claimed that the goal of the United States was to “make the world safe for
democracy.”25 Wilson continued to push for this aim as the war came to a close. In his post-war
plan for peace he outlined self-determination as a key component in ending future wars. Wilson
spoke to the American people and the world when he issued his now famous Fourteen Points, a
document distributed in January of 1918. In this document Wilson expressed his great hope for
world peace on the basis of self-determination and sovereignty amongst the nation-states of the
world. The premise was anticipated by nations struggling to receive such acknowledgement on
the international level. Unfortunately its application only came to fruition amongst the nations of
Eastern Europe. Thus, beginning a trend of hypocritical foreign policy in underdeveloped
nations. Many of the nations in the defunct Ottoman Empire, or most of the modern Middle
East, came under the imperial control of France and Great Britain rather than receiving
independence and the ability to determine their own fate. In Latin America, Wilson displayed a

24Woodrow
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foreign policy in which the United States effectively opposed the sovereignty and democratic
decisions of nations in favor of intervention on the basis of the US interests. Author James
Loewen points out the lack of continuity between Wilson’s speech and his actions:
“Under Wilson, the United States intervened in Latin America more often than any other
time in our history. We landed troops in Mexico in 1914, in Haiti in 1915, the
Dominican Republic in 1916, Mexico again in 1916 (and nine more times before the end
of Wilson’s presidency), Cuba in 1917, and Panama in 1918. Throughout his
administration Wilson maintained forces in Nicaragua, using them to determine
Nicaragua’s president to force passage of a treaty preferential to the United States.”26

Though democracy promotion had entered into the language of American diplomacy, it
was clearly not the deciding factor in America’s international actions. The United States would
never fully integrate into the international system in the immediate aftermath of World War I, but
a premise was laid for future foreign initiative. Democracy and freedom were important, but the
application of each could be delayed or subverted for that which better served the interests of the
United States government. Strategic interests of the United States vary. In this case the interests
were two fold. The neighboring location of Latin America to the United States, is of geopolitical
importance. By dominating Latin America the United States can also dominate the western
hemisphere. In this case economic interests were also at play. The resource rich nations were
exploited by American businesses like United Fruit and in countries like Guatemala the United
States began long-term occupations to maintain control of the resources and hegemony in the
region.27 As Latin American scholar Eduardo Galeano put it in 1973, “ our region…. Continues
to work for the service of others’ needs, as a source and reserve of oil and iron, of copper and
meat, of fruit and coffee, the raw materials destined for rich countries which profit more from
26
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consuming them than Latin America does from producing them.”28 The trend would continue
after World War II when the United States moved from the shallow end of foreign affairs and
into the deepest depths of international relations. The shift and policies of the United States
would decide its fate for years to come.
After World War II the United States emerged as the leader of the free world. The evil
of Nazi Germany was destroyed and the empire of Great Britain began to fade. Left relatively
unscathed by the War, the United States’ wealth, military prowess, and political authority fairly
labeled the nation as a superpower that could only be matched by the growing power of the
Soviet Union. The dynamic left the two powers to compete globally during the latter half of the
century. Such a unique situation also called for a referendum on United States foreign policy.
Under the Monroe Doctrine, written in 1823, the United States had remained relatively neutral in
foreign affairs, preferring to isolate itself from major foreign entanglements. Monroe issued the
doctrine to help stabilize the nation’s foreign policy. The United States asked that Europe stay
out of the affairs of the Western Hemisphere, and the United States would isolate itself from the
affairs of the Eastern Hemisphere.29Now, the U.S. was a leader in the global community and
Much like Wilson, President Harry S. Truman faced the dilemma of leading one of the
world’s victors in the wake of a massive World War. Many believed the end of the war would
lead to a system of peace and partnership that would prevent future conflicts from occurring.
While there was no World War III, the United States did not avoid conflict on the international
stage.

28
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The Soviet Union and the United States grew in power and developed growing
conglomerates of nations that were deemed satellites by some and allied states by others.
Regardless of name, both were pilling up significant amounts of territory that were influenced
and in some cases dominated by the dueling superpowers. Again, like Wilson, Truman had also
claimed that he would work to facilitate democracy and the principles of a free world to combat
the Soviet threat. In the Truman Doctrine the President outlined these principles and set the
United States on a path to containment of the Soviets and communism at all costs. In a 1947
address Truman compared the path of communism versus the path outlined by the democracy of
the United States. He said:
One way of life is based upon the will of the majority, and is distinguished by free
institutions, representative government, free elections, guarantees of individual liberty,
freedom of speech and religion, and freedom from political oppression.30
Of the communism he wrote:
The second way of life is based upon the will of a minority forcibly imposed upon the
majority. It relies upon terror and oppression, a controlled press and radio, fixed
elections, and the suppression of personal freedoms.”31
And in response to such governments Truman stated “I believe that we must assist free peoples
to work out their own destinies in their own way.”32 The document would become the
overarching framework of American foreign policy for the next forty-three years. The United
States would work to contain any communist threat abroad for fear that its growth would
increase the influence of the Soviets. With the Soviets the US saw a world superpower that could
challenge the United States economically, politically, and militarily. The United States was

30
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determined to block the influence of this nation and counterbalance their strength. Again,
geopolitical interests came into play.
The United States would support democratic regimes world-wide for fear that
communism could spread rapidly, leading nations of the world to fall to its tenets like dominoes.
The real danger was that the power of the Soviet Union would then exceed the power of the
United States. The issue was one of power and influence rather than democracy and sovereignty.
As a result the U.S. began to support any government that kept in line with its own national
interests. Communism was a cause for undermining foreign governments but as time passed the
US would pursue similar policies towards any nation that challenged US supremacy. The policy
would create a laundry list of problems for the future of the United States.
Instead of acting on the belief that free peoples should be supported with respect to the
political process of self-determined nations the United States came to view the policy of
containment as a call to act no matter what. The reality should have been understood from the
time of Wilson. Democracy was essentially the tool. The United States was not acting as a
bastion of democratic rule or freedom; the government was acting as a realist state securing its
own interests under the guise of democracy and freedom. Under the general premise of realism
states must act within an international system that is inherently anarchical to achieve security,
survival, and sovereignty. States, like people, can be animalistic and will threaten security of
others if not kept in check. A state must act to maintain that security, sometimes at the expense
of other states or institutions that hinder power, security and survival. The United States viewed
Communism and the Soviets as an immanent threat to its security, survival, and power. The
policy soon clouded the vision of self-determination and sovereignty. If sovereignty and self-
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determination threatened the interests of the United States or benefitted the Soviets, the US
would intervene, protecting its own interests not necessarily those of the nation targeted.
On multiple occasions the United States acted to eliminate the threat of communism and
Soviet power by subverting and undermining national elections and democratic reforms.
Perhaps two of the most glaring incidents occurred in 1953 and again in 1973. In 1953, under
President Dwight D. Eisenhower, the US overthrew democratically elected left-wing leader
Mohammed Mossadegh in Iran. This was well documented in Douglas Little’s book American
Orientalism.33 Little notes that the Middle East was of vital importance to the US and its allies
because it contained over 60% of the world’s oil reserves. Mossadegh and his party threatened
to nationalize the oil and kick out British companies that worked with the US. The US, together
with the Iranian military, brought the authoritarian rule of the Shah back into power; a
government that would support the US in the region for the next twenty-plus years.
In 1973 Chile elected Salvador Allende as president. His rule, however, was short lived
as he was eventually shot by members of the Chilean military in a coup aided by the United
States government and the Central Intelligence Agency of the United States.34 Despite his rise to
the presidency through free and fair elections the United States viewed him as a threat because
he was a socialist candidate that could have supported the Soviet Union in a region where the
United States aimed to maintain hegemony. The policies of previous governments had been
acceptance of United States investments in the copper industry that ranged from 22 to 42 million
annually from 1953 to 195835 Allende’s program raised wages, promoted health and nutrition for
the poor and working poor, and redistributed the wealth from Chilean industry to those most in
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need. “Many poorer Chileans, perhaps for the first time in their lives, ate well and clothed
themselves somewhat better than before.”36 Allende was acting on his socialist beliefs as
President, and he was doing so in the name of democracy. “Allende and many of his followers
sincerely believed that socialism could be built on the solid foundations of the Chilean
democratic tradition.”37 Despite the democratic change the US made a move to better serve its
interests instead of democratic values.
To achieve state security and sovereignty during the Cold War the United States should
have adhered to the true premise behind the words of Wilson and Truman. Sovereignty by
nature would mean less involvement by the United States in the affairs of weaker states, but its
role in facilitating or respecting the democratic wishes of these nations would create a stronger
perception of the United States, reduce United States military needs, decrease costs to the United
States economy, and develop allied partners throughout the world. When the United States
chose the opposite path it generally had the opposite effect. More money was pumped into these
nations, direct military involvement was often pursued, and the regional regimes generally came
to view the United States as an oppressive imperialist power. In turn this has left the security of
the American people and the power of the United States in question. The policy of pursuing
interests over democracy continued into the 1980’s but the possibility for change arose as the
Cold War came to a close.

Part IV. Democracy Promotion After the Cold War
Despite this blatant disregard for democracy in policy, in the early nineties there was
cause for optimism. With the Soviet Union dismantled, the United States could focus more on
promoting democracy abroad with respect to the democratic choices of foreign nations, rather
36
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than intervening when those changes did not match United States policy. As the lone
superpower there was a window for the change. This becomes clear when reviewing the National
Security Strategies of Presidents William Clinton, George W. Bush, and Barack Obama.
Starting with Clinton in 1992, the National Security Strategy moved away from containment
policies set up during the Cold War in favor of a strategy that promoted “engagement and
enlargement.” Clinton’s acknowledgement of these stated goals was published in 1995, three
years into his first term as President. According to Clinton, this strategy would sustain the
national interests of the United States through mutually supportive goals. These goals included
sustaining military strength, bolstering the economy at home, and promoting democracy abroad.
Clinton claimed that the lines between domestic and foreign policy were deteriorating and that
this three-pronged process would ensure the needs of the country at home and abroad.38
Clinton’s proposed plan offered the idea that the United States would engage in discussions with
all nations that shared core values of democracy, as well as those that were open to creating a
stronger relationship with the United States. The United States would also intervene in situations
where it saw democracy threatened. Additionally, the administration believed that democracy
might be a slow process that could take time to facilitate. By engaging in discussions with all
nations, democratic or not, they hoped to instill economic changes that would eventually lead to
democratic change.
In 2000 George W. Bush also took up the mantle of democracy promotion. This time the
language was a clear and direct. Not only would the Bush administration look to promote
democracy, it would also look to bring democracy to the people of the world. The language
change is subtle, but it makes it clear that democracy was not an option or a gradual change.
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Instead the US would actively seek out “rogue states,” and terrorist organizations that the
administration saw as the primary threats to democracy abroad. In 2002, echoing what would
become a part of his National Security Strategy, Bush gave his annual State of the Union address
to Congress and singled out Iran, Iraq and North Korea as states that could soon be targets of
Bush’s new policy. Immediately after referencing each he state Bush said:
States like these, and their terrorist allies, constitute an axis of evil, arming to threaten the
peace of the world. By seeking weapons of mass destruction, these regimes pose a grave
and growing danger. They could provide these arms to terrorists, giving them the means
to match their hatred. They could attack our allies or attempt to blackmail the United
States. In any of these cases, the price of indifference would be catastrophic.39
By 2003, the seriousness of these policies came to fruition through the war in Iraq. It was the
realization, that states could not harbor terrorists, threaten democracy, or develop weapons of
mass destruction while Bush remained President. If states participated in these activities, the
United States would seek them out and eliminate the regimes that were detrimental to democratic
change. One can easily debate the merit of the Bush Administration’s claims, and even the
outcomes of the war itself, but the commitment to democracy, at least in language, remains clear.
This was a clear initiative in his National Security Strategy developed in 2002 as well as
speeches and statements he made throughout his presidency.40
The commitment to democracy promotion has not faltered with the administration of
Barack Obama. Obama’s National Security Strategy, published in May of 2010, outlines a
plethora of goals. His initial statements, however, focus on the fact that the current global
environment is one in which free nations, open markets, and extensive democratic growth are
ever present. Obama outlines new dangers to America but also emphasizes the fact that it will be
39
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the role of the United States to continue to advocate for democracy abroad. In his words to
“advocate for the basic rights upon which our nation was founded.41” This statement was a
reference to the United States’ role as a nation that will set an example for democratic states
rather than impose its will or values on others. As he states later in the document, the United
States will use democracy to “speak to the hopes of the nations of the world.”42 He makes it
clear that the United States, despite past history and perception, is not an empire but a country
that seeks a world in which nations can determine their own destiny. This was a clear statement
to curb some of the sentiment left over from the Bush Administration of seeking out and
“bringing” democracy to nations that the U.S. deemed to be rogue states. Obama also notes that
the promoting of democracy will include; greater partnerships with foreign nations, fighting of
poverty and corruption worldwide, and a concerted effort with other powers to eliminate
problems like terrorism, to stabilize failed states, to reduce the effects of climate change, and to
deal with the problems created by economic upheaval in 2008. Much like Clinton, this strategy is
multifaceted and sees democracy as something that can take place once a number of problems
are tackled.
Although the post Cold War presidencies have offered more of a call for democratic
change, in most cases democratization followed the same patterns present during the Cold War.
These presidencies brought the idea of democracy promotion into the forefront of their national
security strategy, but the actions of the Presidents seemed to tell a different story. As evidence
will show later, Clinton, Bush, and Obama used the rhetoric of democracy promotion, but in
practice the results may not have promoted democratic change. At the same time, even the
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current infrastructure and model for democracy promotion leaves much to be desired. There is
no uniformity in the definition of what a democracy looks like, nor is there uniformity in the
application of its promotion. As such, it is hard to measure what states need support and which
do not, and the effectiveness of the strategy as a whole. Ultimately, the goal of democracy
promotion is one that will benefit the United States in the long run, but there are parameters that
must be met. First, policy makers must allow democracy to take shape at the pace of each nation
and on the terms of each nation. Second, there must be a uniform definition of democracy and
democracy promotion so that lines cannot be blurred. It should not be so easy to recommend
military intervention in one region where democracy is challenged, and move towards economic
aid in an area that may face the same problems. The administrations must move towards a policy
that welcomes democracy, regardless of strategic advantage. This would promote the security
and well being of the Untied States more than one that supports democratic change if and only if
that change is in the best interests of the United States. This must be a goal that is taken up
whole-heartedly with less emphasis on intervention and more on peaceful change. President
Obama’s strategy has moved away from intervention, but the trend must continue. An analysis
of specific decisions and changes over the last twenty-years will reveal the problems with current
efforts to democratize. A further discussion of the current infrastructure that supports
democratization will also show that a more streamlined approach is necessary.

V. Critical Analysis: Rhetoric vs. Action 1992-2012
Democratization as a goal of international policy is difficult. As noted, there is no clear
definition of democracy let alone its promotion. As such, recent Presidents have been left
without a distinct operational protocol for implementing and promoting democratic change
abroad. In addition, institutions that aim to supplement democratic change internationally also
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lack common goals and implementation methods. Due to the inconsistency across bureaucratic
structures and foreign policy doctrines, the ability of the United States to effectively promote
democracy will continue to be an uphill battle. The current trend has yielded mixed results.

The Clinton Years: Engagement and Enlargement
President William J. Clinton’s National Security Strategy would set the tone of the key
goals of the United States government heading into a global environment where the country
could free itself from the policies set by the doctrines of the Cold War. In 1995, Clinton outlined
three key components of the nation’s security strategy. First, “to sustain our security with
military forces that are ready to fight.” Second, “to bolster America’s economic revitalization,”
and third, “to promote democracy abroad.”43 The formula was simple: maintain military and
economic strength and be ready to use those forces to maintain America’s standing as a
dominant global power. The third piece, democracy promotion, would ensure that America
would have more allies abroad and less conflict with these democratic partners.
The third point was defined as a cornerstone of the Clinton policy. Within the same
document Clinton wrote “All of America’s strategic interests-- from promoting prosperity at
home to checking global threats abroad before they threaten our territory – are served by
enlarging the community of democratic and free market nations”44 Despite this commitment,
there is no clear definition of what democracy is. The document makes note of governments that
are democratic, respect human rights, and are open to free market capitalism. The definition
then, can be deduced as nations that have made efforts to develop governments that adhere to
some sort of basic democratic principles. For lack of a definition the assumption can be made
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that this means democracy in its most basic form; where the people are represented in the
development and implementation of government. In addition, these governments must respect
human rights and must be willing to adopt free market policies. The third piece is key. In the
document democracy and markets are nearly interchangeable and usually paired together. Not
far from the Cold War policies of the past, the Clinton administration remained tied to the belief
that free market capitalism was essential for democratic change. Although vague in definition,
the administration was clear in its policy strategy for implementing democratic change.
As the Cold War ended nations that claimed democratic governance were on the rise.
Clinton notes that from 1980 to 1995 there was “an explosion in the number of states moving
away from repressive governance and towards democracy.”45 Under the climate Clinton’s
strategy called for a policy that encouraged such trends to continue by engaging those eager for
democratic change. The strategy supported the tenets of realism. Below, Clinton clarifies where
and when the United States would look to promote democracy:
The core of our strategy is to help democracy and markets expand and survive in other
places where we have the strongest security concerns and where we can make the greatest
difference. This is not a democratic crusade; it is a pragmatic commitment to see
freedom take hold where that will help us most. Thus, we must target our effort to assist
states that affect our strategic interests, such as those with large economies, critical
locations, nuclear weapons or the potential to generate refugee flows into our own nation
or into key friends and allies. We must focus our efforts where we have the most
leverage. And our efforts must be demand-driven—they must focus on nations whose
people are pushing for reform or have already secured it.46
This early strategy did not call for boots on the ground in nations were democracy did not exist.
Instead it sought to encourage democracy where it already existed, where the United States had
national security interests, and where people were asking for help and seeking democratic
change. To do so, Clinton proposed an effort that was multifaceted and included: mobilizing
45
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international resources, open markets to integration in the world economy, take immediate public
positions where oppressive regimes are reversed, assist the UN in creating international
organizations to protect human rights, engage Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO) with
similar goals, i.e. labor unions and environmental advocates, and finally to support relief efforts
and continue global humanitarian assistance.
Even if the definition of democracy was vague, the methods of promoting democracy,
and where the administration would intend to do so, were clear. Overall, the strategy was
positive for the Untied States. As discussed below, the United States improved relations abroad,
created trading partners out of former enemies, and sent aid to nations in need. This is not to say
that democracy was effectively promoted. The strategy had its flaws.

Promotion in Practice
As Clinton stated in his strategy the United States would intervene in democracy
promotion where it saw fit. This happened in Haiti, Bosnia, Iraq, North Korea, Northern Ireland,
South Africa, and the Middle East during his presidency. In each situation there was a clear
challenge to democracy or human rights that Clinton believed deserving of the attention of the
United States. In Haiti in 1994, a military coup had ousted the democratically elected Jean
Bertrand Aristade and Clinton intervened with nearly 20,000 troops and 2 billion dollars in
support. The intervention restored the democratic process in Haiti, although the strength of the
nation’s democracy was called into question after the intervention. In Bosnia, Clinton held true
to his promise to intervene with military force when repressive Serbian nationalist forces
initiated violence and ethnic cleansing practices toward their own people. In Iraq, Clinton
ordered an attack on the dictatorship of Saddam Hussein to destroy chemical weapons plants that
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Clinton believed Hussein could use on his own people or others. In Ireland, South Africa, and
Palestine Clinton initiated and engaged in peace talks between warring communities whose
histories had been filled with violence that prevented true democratic peace. In North Korea,
true to his policy of engaging foreign nations that were willing to talk, Clinton met with
oppressive dictator Kim Jong-Il in an effort to open the nation to western influence and the free
market. The actions taken by the administration made it clear that democracy promotion was not
a joke. The problem, however, lay in Clinton’s initial definition. Democracy promotion was not
a grand plan to define and seek out true democratic change abroad. It was a realist policy that
called for intervention in nations where the interests of the United States were best served.
Europe, Latin America, the Middle East, and Southeast Asia were all targets of Clinton’s
interventions. What became clearer was that this intervention was also targeted at the
implementation of free market capitalism abroad.47
It was clear that the Clinton administration defined democracy as congruent with free
market capitalism. This meant that the United States would open its doors to those willing to
accept the rules of the growing global market. It did not mean that those nations had to make
changes that would foster democratic growth. It also mean that the United States would seek
regional trade agreements to develop allied support, even if that meant undercutting the
democratic NGO’s Clinton claimed to support, like unions and environmental groups. This was
clear when Clinton signed into law the North American Free Trade Agreement between the
United States, Canada, and Mexico. While supporting neo-liberal free trade policies, the US was
ignoring the calls of labor unions in the United States to support workers at home.
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The Clinton philosophy seemed to favor an acceptance of what author Ha-Joon Chang
refers to as Thomas Friedman’s golden straitjacket. Chang narrows the philosophy down to
certain categories. A country must “privatize state owned enterprises, maintain low inflation,
reduce the size of government bureaucracy, balance the budget, liberalize trade, deregulate
foreign investment, deregulate capital markets, make the currency convertible, reduce corruption
and privatize pensions.”48 For Clinton it seems as though countries could accept these polices
over democracy. The interest of furthering free-market capitalism and globalization policies was
deemed to be of strategic importance for Clinton. The National Security Strategy, as well as the
actions of the administration, made this clear. Democratic changes to Russia in the wake of the
Cold War were deemed essential for the Clinton administration, but this was more on the
grounds of installing capitalism and aiding markets. Despite Russian efforts to suppress
independence movements in Chechnya, Clinton extended support to Russia and its president
Boris Yeltsin.49 Despite a government that is today listed as one of the worst violators of human
rights, the Clinton administration opened trade initiatives with Vietnam in 2000. Aid to
Indonesia was extended during Clinton’s presidency while the country was under the control of a
military junta that was responsible for the mass killing of nearly 200,000 of its own citizenry.
This was noted by historian Howard Zinn in the following article from the Boston Globe, which
he documented in his book The People’s History of the United States. In noting the
consideration to continue to aid Indonesia the article notes:
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The arguments presented by senators solicitous of Suharto’s regime—and of defense
contractors, oil companies and mining concerns doing business with Jakarta—made
Americans seem a people willing to overlook genocide for the sake of commerce.50
In perhaps his most egregious disregard for democracy or even human rights, Clinton chose not
to intervene in Rwanda, despite the genocide that killed nearly one million in 1994.
Clinton was not adverse to democratic change, nor did he define his National Security
Strategy as one that would initiate democratic change in countries where it was not present. The
policy even lacked a definition of what democracy actually was. Important for democracy
promotion, however, was the fact that Clinton claimed his administration would “promote
democracy.” As the first president to serve the country without the prospect of Cold War with
the Soviet Union looming, Clinton initiated the policy but it did not stray from the realist
interests that were previously initiated. Its main goal was to secure the interests of the United
States. If democracy were to flourish as a result than the administration would view such
changes as a positive.

The Bush Presidency: Democracy through pressure and power
If Clinton’s policy could be characterized by the subtly of its cause for democracy
promotion, George W. Bush’s presidency could be characterized as anything but subtle. The
Bush Presidency took Clinton’s democracy promotion rhetoric to new levels and its actions
continued along the same lines. Clinton’s policy did not define democracy and it only stated that
the United States would intervene in non-democratic states when those states were of interest to
the U.S. or actively repressing their people. Bush took on a similar stance but also made it clear
that the United States would seek out regimes that did not support democracy and bring
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democracy to those states. Just months into the war with Iraq, a war that would define Bush’s
presidency, he had the following to say in a speech given to the National Endowment for
Democracy (NED):
Our commitment to democracy is also tested in the Middle East, which is my focus
today, and must be a focus of American policy for decades to come. In many nations of
the Middle East -- countries of great strategic importance -- democracy has not yet taken
root. And the questions arise: Are the peoples of the Middle East somehow beyond the
reach of liberty? Are millions of men and women and children condemned by history or
culture to live in despotism? Are they alone never to know freedom, and never even to
have a choice in the matter? I, for one, do not believe it. I believe every person has the
ability and the right to be free.51

Bush continued to speak in the orientalist tradition of his predecessors and he also fundamentally
changed the policy set by Clinton. To be clear, Clinton never defined democracy or departed
from the realist methods of past presidents, but Bush was taking the democratic rhetoric to a new
level. Democracy was something that the United States would bring to those that the Bush
Administration felt were lacking. This meant bringing military force to nations that were
deemed rogue states.
In his National Security Strategy from 2002 Bush quoted himself from a speech he gave
at West Point in June of that year, three months prior to the issuing of the strategy. The quote
states:
Some worry that it is somehow undiplomatic or impolite to speak the language of right
and wrong. I disagree. Different circumstances require different methods, but not
different moralities.52
This was an aggressive stance. In his statements it was as if Bush viewed the previous eight
years under Clinton as a reactive presidency. Bush would take a stance that was proactive,
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seeking out those that denied democracy or were incongruent with American ideals. In his State
of the Union speech in January of 2002 Bush stated, “Some of these regimes have been pretty
quiet since September 11, but we know their true nature.”53 The reference was to the regimes of
North Korea and Iraq, the former of which Clinton was willing to engage in discussions in hopes
of fostering economic and later governmental change. For Bush, this was not possible, or at least
not possible for some nations. Even when the nations did not pose a threat, or by his own
admission remained quiet, the United States understood their true nature and would not engage
in any discussions with these nations. As noted earlier, in the same speech, he defined Iraq,
North Korea, and Iran as states that were part of an “axis of evil.” States that were threats to
democracy, that should be wary of the United States. In all of this rhetoric, however, Bush
neither defined democracy nor democracy promotion. He used the words democracy and the
phrase democracy promotion quite often but neither were actually defined. In the same State of
the Union address Bush mentioned what made these states evil, qualifiers that included seeking
weapons of mass destruction, providing arms to terrorists, and attacking allies of the United
States. In his speech to the NED Bush elaborates more, highlighting women’s rights, secular
governments, free market capitalism, schooling and education, free speech and the right to fair
elections as part of what it means to be democratic, but again there is no clear cut definition.
What’s worse is the lack of understanding or acknowledgement of where these changes may or
may not be taking place. As mentioned earlier, the Nobel Prize organization highlights
democracies around the world. Of the countries that exist in the world today, only four claim to
be non-democratic states. One of these, Saudi Arabia, a long standing American ally in the
Middle East, was highlighted by Bush in his speech to the NED as a nation pushing for
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democratic reforms. To quote the former President, “The Saudi government is taking first steps
toward reform, including a plan for gradual introduction of elections. By giving the Saudi people
a greater role in their own society, the Saudi government can demonstrate true leadership in the
region.”54 Perhaps Bush was referring to Saudi Arabia’s climb on The Economist’s Democracy
Index, where out of the world’s nations Saudi Arabia ranked higher than only six authoritarian
regimes in its providing of some democratic processes within the country.55
Promotion in Practice
The point of this discussion is that the United States under Bush did not change.
Democracy promotion and democracy were only relevant when the objectives fell in line with
those of the Untied States. Perhaps it was better for Bush and Clinton to avoid a clear cut
definition of either, doing so would cause the United States to be tied down by actual democratic
standards. Under the Clinton and Bush strategies the language could be vague and it allowed for
both administrations to operate under realist principles, seeking democracy promotion when it
favored the United States. In the case of Bush, it also enabled the president to use the language
of democracy promotion to make a case for the 2003 war in Iraq. Under its original premise the
war was initiated to oust Saddam Hussein who the Bush administration charged with developing
weapons of mass destruction. This was a feasible reason for some in the wake of terrorist attacks
on New York City on September 11th; despite the inability to link Hussein to the attacks on New
York. When such weapons were not available, Bush’s rhetoric shifted to democracy promotion
as the war wore on. Ultimately, the war itself turned out to be a conflict that began under the
premise of democracy, and weapons of mass destruction, however, this war was a realist conflict
over control of a nation that was situated in a region that was of key interest to the United States.
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Geopolitical interests were at stake for US allies in the region like Israel.56 If the United States
were to gain control in Iraq or establish a regime friendly to the Americans, it would create
greater strength in the region for the US. In addition the nation of Iraq holds nearly 12%57 of the
world’s oil reserves, and it is no secret that American companies like Haliburton began to sign
multi-billion dollar contracts to control the oil by December of 200358, just nine months after the
war began.
To make matters worse, highly publicized reports came out of Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq
and the US’ Guantanamo Bay detention facility in Cuba that the United States had abandoned
civil detention practices in favor of torture and humiliation. Many of the detainees were held on
charges of terrorism towards the US and the tactics were deemed reasonable in order to protect
American security.59 Once again, in the post- Cold War world, democracy was used as a key
ingredient in presidential rhetoric, but without a clearly defined idea of democracy or its
promotion it fell short as a policy standard.
The Obama Administration: Democracy Promotion Redux
In November of 2008 Barack Obama took office with optimism and support from his
own nation and those around the world. The reaction to Obama’s election came in the wake of
Bush’s presidency that ended with presidential approval ratings as low as 30%.60 Internationally
the presidency had done all it could to devalue the idea of democracy promotion. Leading
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democracy promotion analyst Thomas Carothers commented in the fall of 2007 that “the Bush
administrations close identification of democracy building with the war in Iraq has discredited
the concept both at home and abroad.”61 Carothers went on to write:

America’s standing as a global symbol of democracy and human rights has been crippled
by the many U.S. abuses of rule of law in the war on terrorism. The glaring gap between
the president’s sweeping rhetoric about a freedom agenda and his administrations many
efforts to secure economic and security favors from autocratic allies around the world
multiplies the cynicism and confusion.62
The task of the Obama administration was difficult; deal with ongoing conflicts in Iraq and
Afghanistan, while reestablishing America’s position as a symbol for democratic change abroad.
The 2009 speech in Cairo was a start. Obama capitalized on the international support he
garnered in 2008 and began to speak like a president intent on reestablishing relationships abroad
and with a concern for the sovereignty of nations in the Middle East and elsewhere. His national
security strategy looked to establish these principles as well. Similar to Clinton, Obama backed
the idea of engaging other nations around the world while enlarging America’s circle of allies.
Unlike Clinton and Bush, however, Obama established democracy as part his national strategy,
not a focal point.
Obama’s strategy begins with a discussion of the strategic environment that the United
States faced at the start of his presidency. It is clear that the Obama administration recognized,
or viewed, the current international order as one impacted by the phenomenon of globalization.
For Obama this meant that the national security strategy of the United States could not focus on
one or two goals, but needed to be multifarious in nature to address the current climate. Obama
notes persistent problems in the global environment, including; wars over religious, ethnic, and
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tribal identity, nuclear dangers, inequality and economic instability, environmental damages,
food insecurity, dangers to public health, and threats of insecurity and increased competition in a
global economy.63Although he notes the importance of democracy, democracy promotion is not
a strategy in and of itself. The report details four key components that the administration would
focus on to advance the interests of the United States. Those components included; security,
prosperity, values, and the international order. Democracy promotion is mentioned as a subset
under values. It is clear that the Bush idea of promoting democracy affected the approach of the
Obama administration. Unlike Bush, who noted in 2003 that the United States would no longer
“excuse,” or “accommodate,”64 nations that did little to respect freedom within their own
borders, Obama would move towards a strategy of engagement. Obama would cautiously wade
into the idea of democracy promotion because Bush had done so much to make many across the
globe view it as rhetoric used to further the agenda of the United States. For Obama, democracy
promotion was listed as a part of the administration’s focus on values. Those values also
included strengthening the power of America through example and promoting dignity by helping
people meet their basic needs. The first of these values set the tone for the rest.
More than any other action that we have taken, the power of America’s example has
helped spread freedom and democracy abroad. That is why we must always seek to
uphold these values not just when it is easy, but when it is hard. Advancing our interests
may involve new arrangements to confront threats like terrorism, but these practices and
structures must always be in line with our Constitution, preserve our people’s privacy and
civil liberties, and withstand the checks and balances that have served us so well.65
This was democracy promotion by a new name, perhaps a reaction to Bush. Obama was
making it clear that the United States would not seek to push democracy on others, or dictate
governments in other nations, but instead the administration would attempt to promote
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democracy by example. As if to mend the fences broken by the Bush Administration, Obama
outlined principles of the American example which pertained to legality, transparency, and rule
of law. All which were questioned by the international community in the wake of Iraq,
Afghanistan, and the atrocities at Abu Ghraib and Guantanamo Bay. His second principle made
it clear that the United States would also have a plan for promoting democracy when the power
of example was not enough.
Democracy promotion as a value of United States policy was broken down into five
subsets. The first of these was duty of the United States to ensure that new and fragile
democracies delivered tangible improvements for their citizens. Through aid, work with NGO’s,
and diplomacy the United States would work to promote free and fair elections, strong
legislatures, civilian control of militaries, honest police forces, fair judiciaries, a free and
independent press, a vibrant private sector, and a robust civil society. This would be done
through cooperation with the citizenry, not imposed on them. The second step would be the
engagement of non-democracies, a departure from Bush’s policy of isolating and targeting nondemocracies. Obama called this a “dual-track approach.”66This would involve engaging these
nations in a dialogue on human rights, engaging civil society in peaceful opposition, encouraging
NGO’s, using the international community, and drawing on economic incentives and
disincentives as a means of promoting change. The third subset stated that the US would
recognize the legitimacy of all peaceful democratic movements and welcome all candidates
regardless of party. It would also relinquish support for those that sought democracy to obtain
power but were then ruthless once they obtained it. Finally, the administration would make
efforts to promote the rights of women world wide and strengthen international norms against
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corruption. The final piece was yet another indication that the US would move away from an
aggressive stance on democracy promotion and towards a position that advocated for
international cooperation and normalcy on such issues. Moving away from taking the lead in
favor of seeking a cooperative approach to democratization.
The policy outlined in the rhetoric of Obama’s early speeches and security policy was
new. The rhetoric had changed. In one way, he reverted back to Clinton’s policy of engagement
and enlargement, but in another sense he made it less about democracy and more about values.
The language was no longer that the United States would bring democracy to other parts of the
world, a la George W. Bush, but instead it would support democracy with an international effort.
In practice this is a much easier stance to take on democracy promotion, because it is essentially
not a stance. It is saying that the United States is concerned for and about democracies around
the world but its overall strategy as a nation is not to seek out and promote such governments. It
is up to the citizenry or nations around the world to do so. The US will encourage such changes
and support those seeking change, but it will not interfere by sparking change through its own
initiatives. Like his predecessors, Obama is concerned with the promotion of democracy but
unlike Clinton and Bush it was not framed as an endeavor of the United States. Under the
Obama strategy the United States will set the example, encourage trade and engagement with all
nations, encourage and support citizenry seeking democratic change, and disengage nations that
actively oppress their people by countering democratic change. In the end, however, the goal is
to make democracy and human rights an international norm and an international concern.
Passing the responsibility to the world rather than to the US. Obama said as much in a speech he
made in Moscow in January of 2009.
As President of the United States, I will work tirelessly to protect America’s security and
to advance our interests. But no one nation can meet the challenges of the 21st century on
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its own, nor dictate its terms to the world. That is why America seeks an international
system that lets nations pursue their interests peacefully, especially when those interests
diverge; a system where the universal rights of human beings are respected, and
violations of those rights are opposed; a system where we hold ourselves to the same
standards that we apply to other nations, with clear rights and responsibilities for all.67

Promotion in Practice
Unlike the previous tow administrations, Presidents Obama’s policy is easier to match to
his actions as president. His strategy and terminology leave him open to change and decisions
based on interests. The generalities that he uses afford him more leeway when comparing
rhetoric to decisions that actually took place under his watch. This phenomenon was analyzed
recently in a discussion given at the Carnegie Endowment’s International Organization for
Peace. The speaker was Thomas Carothers and his commentary said much about Obama’s
policy as well as his predecessors. Carothers identified to two initiatives under Obama’s
administration that point to a backing off from the language of democracy as a result of Bush’s
overuse of the term in the past. Afghanistan and Iraq, for example, were not spoken of in terms
of democracy but in terms of counterterrorism and international security. Second, Carothers
notes that much of what Obama does in terms of democracy, he does with an eye towards
international effort. It is what Carothers calls a repositioning of democracy. “An emphasis on
international norms and frequent reference to universality,” “this is an administration that takes
multilateralism seriously; and a need for the United States, due to its changing power in the
world—the relative loss of US power vis a vis other countries—to find ways to be an effective
partner rather than an imposer.”68 The policy has led to an administration that acts on its interests
when it needs to, promotes democracy when international support is there, engages non67
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democratic nations in an effort to open economic ties or secure interests, and takes caution with
international partners that they may not promote democracy, but remain trusted international
partners.
Early indications of a nation that will act on interests over democracy was evident
through Obama’s commitment to Iraq and Afghanistan in the wake of George W. Bush. And
although Obama explained that he would close Guantanamo Bay, the detention facility remains
open four years after he was elected. In Latin America, Obama pledged his support for and
signed a free trade agreement with Columbia. The office of the United States Trade
Representative said of the deal:
Over 80 percent of U.S. exports of consumer and industrial products to Colombia will
become duty free immediately, with remaining tariffs phased out over 10 years. The
U.S.–Colombia Trade Promotion Agreement (TPA) will support more American jobs,
increase U.S. exports, and enhance U.S. competitiveness.69
The deal has been widely criticized as a result of Columbia’s track record on trade and labor
practices. In a column written in April of 2012 author Amy Goodman noted that “Colombian
and US labor leaders decried the move, since Colombia is the worst country on Earth for trade
unionists. Labor organizers are regularly murdered in Colombia, with at least 34 killed in the
past year and a half.”70 The deal, however, was made with American economic interests in mind.
Additionally, the trade site makes note of the poor labor practices and states that the United
States will work closely with Columbia on a labor action plan to deal with those practices. The
example highlights the President’s commitment to engagement over democracy first policies.
Like Clinton, the opportunity to establish a stronger economic partner is more important than
69
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current democratic violations within the country. Or, the economic partnership encourages an
opportunity for change in the democratic policies of the country.
By the same token, the Obama administration has also shown that democratic change
may be the impetus for engagement. The recent case of Myanmar is a clear example. After
acting as the leading nation for decades in efforts to sanction Myanmar as a means of forcing
democratic change, the Untied States has recently begun a new partnership with the nation after
sweeping democratic changes took place in early 2012. It would be easy to dismiss the
democratic changes that have taken place in Myanmar as posturing by the authoritarian regime
with more emphasis placed on rhetoric and less placed on real action. In turn, one could also
question the involvement of the United States as an effort to act in its own strategic interest by
fostering a relationship with a nation that is in close proximity to China with valuable resources
that are currently being harvested by the Chinese. These reforms, however, were noted in a
report from Joshua Kurlantzick of the Council on Foreign Relations. Kurlantzick wrote:
the government has liberalized investment laws, planned to free the currency, launched
plans to end the country's myriad civil wars with various ethnic minority insurgencies,
invited back the IMF and other international financial institutions, and aggressively
courted investments and relations from countries all over the world. Last month,
Myanmar announced it would start letting in foreign banks, a major opening to financial
reform. Many incoming investors and analysts are comparing its potential opening to the
early days of reforms in China.71
By most indications, it is clear that the United States made efforts to engage Myanmar in early
2009, three years before the reforms, but did not make an effort to drop sanctions or reestablish
diplomatic ties until real democratic change began to take place. The example shows an
administration that will take steps to engage and promoted democracy. It will also do so with
greater interest when the democratic change in a particular nation reflects its own interests, in
71
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this case economic growth and posturing towards China.
The greatest test for the Obama policy on democratization came during the Arab Spring
of late 2010 and early 2011. The upheaval in the Arab world, which began with Tunisia in
December of 2010 and moved to Egypt by January of 2011, would force the United States to
take a position on democracy and democracy promotion worldwide. Here, Obama expressed
caution that reflected an overall policy mantra: the United States would support democracy when
it fit with the interests of the US and it would avoid support when that support could jeopardize
the allegiances the nation built in a place of such strategic importance. In this case, the Middle
East, rich in oil resources and key to geopolitical interests like allegiance to Israel and regional
stability, was treated with caution. Obama was not ready to back a rebellion right away, because
the outcomes of that rebellion, democratic or not, might not reflect the strategic goals of the
United States. This observation was noted by Thomas Carothers in the fall of 2011.72
In a report written in May 2009 in the New Yorker, author Ryan Lizza noted Obama’s
early predictions that democratic uprisings would begin in the wake of the “Green Revolution,”
in Iran. In the story, Lizza notes a memo that outlines Obama’s intentions to take each situation
on a “country by country,” basis. Noting the need to maintain allegiances while also recognizing
the importance of democratic change.73 Thomas Carothers called this reaction a “half and half
policy,”74 The Guardian called it a sort of selective democratization. After Obama gave his first
speech in the wake of the Arab Spring, author Ian Black noted that the speech touted billions of
dollars of aid that would be made available to Egypt and Tunisia, but failed to mention Saudi
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Arabia or the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.75 The first of which demonstrates the US’ backing of
an authoritarian regime and the latter a situation in which the United States favors the position of
one state over people that feel under represented in their own homeland.
Recently, Obama has pledged over $800 million in aid to Egypt76 but continues with a
“wait and see,”77 policy in other regions. This is what Thomas Carothers called a “divided
policy.”78 The divide can also be seen in how aid is distributed and how intervention is handled.
As a long supporter of the Hosni Mubarak regime in Egypt, the Untied States did not pledge
major support initially and waited until 6 months after the uprising began to pledge support for
democracy. This was in contrast to quick support and quick action against an oppressive regime
in Libya. In noting this contrast Carothers said “…in Libya…the administration was not so
hesitant, got deeply involved—partly for humanitarian reasons, but clearly a political change
impetus as well.”79 Such is the nature of the new wave of democracy promotion under Obama.
Although its action shares similar traits to the Bush and Clinton administrations, the Obama
administration avoided the early rhetorical calls for democratic change, in some ways backed
away from democratic change, and positioned itself to react based on the situation itself without
tripping over its own rhetoric.
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Part VI. The Other Variable
The Democracy Bureaucracy
Aside from the charge of Presidents that aim to develop and promote democracy as a part
of foreign policy, the United States has created what the Princeton Institute dubbed “the
Democracy Bureaucracy,” in an effort to assist in democracy promotion through means that were
outside of the realm of administrative action. This began in 1983 with President Reagan. In
1983 Reagan initiated the creation of the NED80 an organization which touts itself as “a private,
nonprofit foundation dedicated to the growth and strengthening of democratic institutions around
the world. Each year, with funding from the US Congress, the NED “supports more than 1,000
projects of non-governmental groups abroad who are working for democratic goals in more than
90 countries.”81 The NED was the flagship of Reagan’s policy and it has remained a part of
democracy promotion for over twenty years. In addition, the United States Agency for
International Development (USAID) spends a considerable amount of time on democracy
promotion. The agency contains a branch whose focus is Democracy, Human Rights, and
Governance and attempts to promote these ideals by using field workers to promote free and fair
elections, an independent and politically active society, rule of law, more transparent and
accountable governance, human rights, and freedom for the media.82 These organizations intend
to initiate positive changes in the regions where they work and have dedicated the funds to do so.
From 1995 to 2003 USAID dedicated 1.23 billion dollars to aiding free and fair elections in
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Latin America and 43 million dollars to the same endeavor in the Middle East.83 Despite these
efforts a 2008 study by the Carnegie Endowment noted that rough 60% of Middle Easterners
polled believed that U.S. democracy promotion activities in the region were generally bad. The
same poll showed that this did not mean that the Middle East was fearful of democracy, as nearly
70% of those polled believed democratic governance to be the best form of government
available. In turn, roughly 60% of the nation’s polled believed that armed violence against the
United States was justified.84 In addition, non-democratic governments remain in place in Latin
America and some authors argue that these governments have grown stronger by associating
U.S. democracy promotion activities with imperialism and imperial goals. How can this be? One
explanation, much like the incongruence among Presidential Administrations, is the multipolarity of the institutions that aim to support and promote democracy.
While USAID might have contributed money to elections in a free and fair manner,
skepticism grows after the United States government also intervened with heavy military force in
Iraq and Afghanistan for the sake of promoting democracy. In Latin America, particularly
Venezuela, Hugo Chavez has pointed out on numerous occasions that the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) has made multiple attempts at his life.85 Whether true or not, the convergence of
multiple goals and multiple means of achieving those goals is evident within the democracy
bureaucracy. There is also the difficulty of diverging from one path. The United States
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government and the administration in power may have certain realist objectives that it attempts
to promoted and maintain while in power. These objectives, as mentioned earlier, have a
tendency to move away from democracy promotion for the sake of democracy promotion. One
might think that it would be up to the outside organizations to continue in this promotion,
however, many of these “independent,” organizations like NED are actually funded in large part
by the United States government. At times this makes it difficult for such organizations to avoid
being a part of the policy.
Take for example the “Color Revolutions,” that began in Eastern Europe in early 2000.
These revolutions were hailed as a major achievement of democracy promotion, but current
research shows that many of these revolutions were funded by organizations that promoted
individual candidates in an effort to expel regimes that did not align with the policies of the
United States.86 Additionally, a problem for some of these groups is that they have to continue
to justify such funding. As democracy and democracy promotion are hard to define, it is also
hard to measure what each group actually does to support and aid democratic growth in country.
Many groups find themselves funding the same agents for democratic change or organizations
that will implement change itself. This has led to an organization like the NED funding only
four NGO’s as a means of democracy promotion, with a failure to explore others for new
solutions and ideas in the problem of promoting democracy.
Finally, the United States is not alone in its promotion of worldwide democracy. This is
a problem as multiple groups are again working to promote the same thing, with different tactics
and solutions to the problem. Thomas Carothers has noted that the effect of this has been less
cooperative than it should be. Instead the United States programs are viewed as stronger by
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some and according to Thomas Melia’s Study, focus on individual parties and partners within
other countries instead of working through a more cooperative lens.87 Carothers also points out
that this view created by the United States is one of many reasons there continues to be a
backlash against the policy of promotion. The combination of the issues created by the
democracy bureaucracy, along with the inconsistency among Presidential regimes, has led to a
policy idea that many have difficulty measuring, acting on, or promoting to its fullest.

Part VII. Policy Recommendations and Conclusions
Policy Recommendations
Barack Obama has begun to change the culture and the idea behind democracy
promotion, which is a good thing. Emphasis on the promotion of democracy as a policy is far
too vague and difficult to do. If this were to be a viable policy, the United States would need to
come to some sort of consensus definition of what democracy and democracy promotion should
look like. Additionally, there must be some way for this policy to extend beyond administrative
change over. It also must be progressive and thoughtful enough to deal with democratic changes
that may actually be detrimental to the United States or that might be questionably democratic.
This is a difficult task. At the same time there needs to be consolidation amongst the
“democracy bureaucracy,” and groups like the NED must become a part of US government
bureaucracies that already exist or establish themselves as an NGO. Consolidation would limit
the number of activities dedicated to democracy promotion and it would also make it more
measureable as a policy objective. These policy goals would be logistically difficult to
accomplish. It would involve the elimination of several governmental organizations and a
consensus amongst United States political parties on the issue of democracy and democracy
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promotion. As this is not likely to happen, there is a radical alternative that President Obama’s
rhetoric currently advocates for.
A radical alternative would be to eliminate the idea of promoting democracy from
Presidential rhetoric, including national security strategies and speeches. To do so would not
mean that the United States would have to abandon democracy promotion or values for
democratic change. It would mean that the United States would move towards a policy that
values example over action in many respects, and encourages others to follow the example by
offering incentives and disincentives for those that violate the principles of freedom. This would
also involve the development of a greater coalition amongst international partners and a
commitment to holding nations to international norms and indicators of freedom. This does not
necessarily entail a greater definition of democracy, but rather an outline of policies that each
country must have with respect to human rights. In this case the language changes from one of
regime change and promotion of government upheaval, to one of human dignity and basic rights.
The policy change would be radical but it would also allow the United States more flexibility in
dealing with nations that attempt to subvert democracy. The policy of engagement and
enlargement need not be abandoned and economic incentive can be a powerful tool in
convincing others to join the world on normative levels of human rights. This change is already
apparent in Myanmar today. There is also a level of change that cannot happen overnight and
will not be perceived positively if it does at the hands of US intervention. Elections were
established in Afghanistan and Iraq, however, these elections were challenged by the
international community as a means of United States empire building.
Eliminating the language of democracy promotion means that it is eliminated as an
agenda of the United States government. Instead, democracy and its ideals become part of the
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general interests of the United States, but not an overarching goal that aims to change nations
around the world. The United States can still work to promote the ideas of democracy and the
values of freedom, but doing so through a directed agenda gives the impression of imposition
over promotion, which devalues the entire process. One might argue, that abandoning the policy
simply means a return to the realist agenda of the past, but that has not changed under the current
practices and principles outlined by the organizations and administrations that aim to promote
democracy in the world.
Conclusion
There are several problems with the current methods of democracy promotion in the
United States. These problems include, but are not limited to, the following:


Democracy and democracy promotion are not clearly defined across administrations.
Avoiding a clear-cut definition avoids standardization of democracy policies.



Each administration has taken a different approach to democracy promotion, but realist
objectives remain the key to United States policy.



The democracy bureaucracy that exists in the United States and abroad impedes the
action of democracy promotion. Diverse groups with diverse interests often contradict
each other’s efforts.



Democracy promotion is a viable goal but it would involve a restructuring of the system
currently in place and agreement across administrations as to what democracy is and
when one should promote it.

The idea that the United States is the purveyor of world democracy is a noble one. This is a
cause that is worthy and admirable but if rhetoric does not match practice it can be equally as
devastating as the preponderance of non-democracies around the world. If the language is
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used by Presidential administrations, they must be prepared to act on their words in a
universal and fair manner. The inability to hold to such standards hurts the standing of the
United States and democracy in the long run.
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